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Description and Brief Informations About EU,UK and Brexit  

 

European Union consists of 28 countries. At the beginning countries united to form 

European Economic Community that United Kingdom joined EEC in 1973. For ECOSOC, 

relations between fundamental humanatarian values like Dignity, Freedom, 

Democracy,Equality, Human Rights and EU stands for a reason. European Union aims 

encouraging countries to provide peace , its values and the well-being of its citizens suggest 

freedom security with  justice without internal borders sustainable development in daily 

economy based on balanced economic growth and price stability in social life of a citizen, 

competitive market economy with full employment and social progress, discrimination of 

humanatarian aids, democratic rights, diplomatic relations, individual benefits. 

Values 

Individuals form organizations, organization forms society, society forms countries. In a 

nutshell humanatarian values that form human also should influence the vision of countries. 

EU members defend that the values are common to their societies in which inclusion justice, 

non discrimination prevail, humble, respect, soldarity, freedom. These values are inseperable 

parts of way of life  

 

UK  

United Kingdom, island country located 

off the northwestern coast of mainland Europe 

and comprises an area of 242,900 with a 

population of 63 million people..The full name 

of the country is The United Kingdom of Britain 

and Northern Ireland, but it’s commonly 

referred to as the United Kingdom The United 

Kingdom includes the whole of the island of 

Great Britain with the countries such as ; 

England,Scotland, Wales and North side of the 

island of Ireland  

The capital city of UK is London, which 

is among the world’s leading, financial, 

commercial and cultural centres. The official 

spoken language is English and their currency is 

the sterling pound. Its political definition is that 

of a parliamentary monarchy. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.britannica.com/place/Europe
https://www.britannica.com/place/London


BREXIT  

Brexit is a political merged word; Britain and exit. ( Like Greek exit; Grexit). A short way to 

declare United Kingdom is leaving the European Union. A major and highly significant 

desicion for a country to leave( their diplomatic and international relations).  

 

Reminder Points for Brexit, United Kingdom, European Union and People 

Referendum and United Kingdom; 

When the government of a country calls public to vote on a general single political question 

for a direct decision it called  A referendum. In United Kingdom a referendum  was held on 

Thursday 23 June, 2016, to decide whether the UK should leave or remain in the European 

Union.  

You can clearly see in the Picture that Leave won by 51.9% to 48.1%. The referendum 

turnout was 71.8%, with more than 30 million people voting. 

 

However Brexit did not happen straight away.It was due to take place on 29 March 2019 - but 

the departure date has been extended twice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Importance of Separation: 

Europe is the most important source for Britain in economy ( Exporting markets, 

investments, economical relations with global issues). A further significant seperation or a 

bloc between United Kingdom and European Union caused to set new roles for United 

Kingdom. 

When a political wall have put up between United Kingdom and European Union, 

situation for United Kingdom to cement its position as a global finance center also appeared. 

Every day, it seems, a major business announces or threatens plans to leave Britain after it 

quits the European Union, including Airbus, which employs 14,000 people and supports more 

than 100,000 other jobs. 

Like we can see the evidence throughout the history, countries doesn’t have any 

friends but they have benefits.  However, United Kingdom government looked after their 

economical benefits for this situation. They also stated that they expects the country’s  

economy to grow anywhere from 4 to 9 percent less than it would inside the blocover the next 

15 years, depending on how it leaves. 

Mrs. May has promised that ‘’Brexit will end free movement, the right of people from 

elsewhere in Europe to move to Britain and vice versa. That is a triumph for some working-

class people who see immigration as a threat to their jobs, but dispiriting for young Britons 

hoping to study or work abroad.’’ 

Current Status in Brexit 

UK is due to leave the European Union on 12 April, 2019. However head of European 

Union Council Donald Tusk declared that the decision of Brexit delayed to October 2019  

In many  options  Brexit can be cancelled but cancelling Brexit would require a change 

in the law of United Kingdom, and it is an option something neither the government nor the 

main UK opposition parties want to do at this point. The European Court of Justice ruled on 

10 December 2018 that the UK could cancel the Article 50 Brexit process without the 

permission of the other 27 EU members, and remain a member of the EU on its existing 

terms, provided the decision followed a "democratic process", in other words, if Parliament 

voted for it. In March, an online petition calling for Article 50 to be revoked gained over six 

million signatures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-46984229
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/28/world/europe/uk-brexit-economy.html?module=inline


 

Brexit Effects on Economical, Social and Humanatarian Issues & Motivation of 

Scotland, Northern Ireland,Ireland, Gibraltar,Wales and Citizens 

 

Ideologic legitimacy is a dynamic for a country which can and sometimes must be 

authentic  For Montesquieu Geography, Climate,Belief, Traditions and Demography are key 

points to classify countries by Seperation of Powers. In the case of integration of this 

discipline into United Kingdom, Brexit Effects are visible.We counted some points for you to 

have a perspective. Researches ,surveys, and many different interviews show that United 

Kingdom population more likely to have a behavior that believes United Kingdom should 

leave United Kingdom. This arcticle of this Study Guide will be like a socio-psychological 

synthesis. 

They feel more secure.Current combination of the UK's open borders to all the EU's 

new citizens and their conflicting cultures and the astonishing incompetence of European 

police and intelligence services fills many people with fear. Many immigrant from different 

countries caused security gap. Furthermore in a survey  a citizen told; the European Arrest 

Warrant is widely seen as unfair, arbitrary and violates UK common law. It was almost 

debated in the pro-EU parliament! 

Another point is also related with the first one. They believe; Without the authority of  

European Union  they feel more confident that the laws and governance of Britain are their 

democratic choice and not imposed by un-elected commissioners appointed by governments 

most of which have not had democracy for more than 20-30 years. But British poeple believe 

the history of their democracy is for over 200 years, The commentator also states that some 

group of people also believe that; ‘’Although the universal franchise didn't start until 1928, 88 

years ago. Many people think we have better institutions and governance than these new 

democracies, many of which are retreads of their Soviet predecessors and there aren't many 

lessons we should take from them on how to manage our affairs. Add to that the EU vow for 

'ever closer union', the nascent EU army and Germany's economic and political dominance 

it's no wonder most people are having a rethink. We are also the 2nd most 'powerful' military 

in the world due not to our size but to our diverse and professional forces, 2nd only to US.’’ 

More, they believe Brexit will free themselves of ‘’unnecessary and inappropriate 

regulation with market distortion.’’  

One of a voter -that voted ‘’YES’’ about leaving the EU- believe Switzerland, Norway 

and Iceland are all highly respected in the UK. The fact that they have all chosen their 

own relationship with the EU fits nicely with the British people and is seen as a 

significant contribution to their success. Norway chooses to implement those 

directives it wants to and ignore those it doesn't. The UK would do exactly the same. 

Norway pays a fee to join in the scientific and educational programes and benefits 

from EU investment in those things, just as the UK would. Switzerland enjoys open 

borders (until recently) as part of Schengen and participates in the single market on 

its own terms. Switzerland has its own trade agreement with China, the EU has failed 

to negotiate any agreement at all with China in over 40 year of trying. We could do 

better still, the UK has strong links with China already and still has the institutions 

that ran the worlds largest empire. 



Socio-Economic Impacts & Assessments of Brexit with Impacts on EU  

About the economic and social impacts and further possibilites, British government 

and experts have future plans. The government’s assessment of the economic impact of 

leaving the EU Single Market produced estimates that are roughly in line with previous 

assessments. 

The lack of a surprising estimate should be reassuring for maintaining financial 

stability, but the Bank of England Governor Mark Carney has warned about a 1970s style 

shock. And that’s not the only concern for economic stability. 

The government estimates that if there are frictions at the border for trade and a 

reduction in migration, then there will be a 3.9% reduction in GDP in 15 years’ time in 

today's prices, which roughly translates into national output being £100 billion lower each 

year. Fewer border frictions and more migration would lessen that impact. We will continue 

to point the economical assesments and stresses by referring Philip Hammond, the  

Chancellor. 

The Chancellor Philip Hammond has stressed that ’’The British economy will 

continue to grow so this is a very modest impact on the overall size of the economy. But, if the 

UK ended up in a Canada-style trade agreement with the EU, then that would reduce GDP by 

6.7% and no deal at all would result in a 9.7% smaller economy. 

The most striking part of the assessment is the small amount of potential gains from 

striking free trade deals with major economies such as the US and China, as well as 

Australia, New Zealand, Middle Eastern and East Asian countries. The government estimates 

it would add less than 0.1% to GDP. 

Of course, 15 years is a long time and estimates are based on evidence derived from 

existing models, but the conclusion from the government’s assessment is clear. There is a 

short-term economic cost to Brexit. The imperative will be to reconstitute the UK’s trading 

relationship with the EU. 

This submission of our topic aims to give an overview of the key issues at 

stake in negotiations over the UK’s exit from the European Union from the 

perspective of the NHS and social care in individuals lives in many ways. 

Reflecting the ECOSO Committee’s terms of reference, our agenda also focuses on 

areas where the Department of Health will have a principal or supporting role in negotiations. 

 

 

 

https://www.ft.com/content/98cda818-f300-11e8-ae55-df4bf40f9d0d
https://www.ft.com/content/98cda818-f300-11e8-ae55-df4bf40f9d0d


The economic implications of Brexit and the consequences for funding and real 

terms- in British people’s social life- pay in the health and care sector are not one of 

these areas. However, this point can be of great importance. Estimates from 

Government and independent sources suggest that deterioration in the public finances;  

of £20 billion to £66 billion is possible by 2020 due to economic slowdown. 

Researchers states that ‘’ If this resulted in a lower budget than planned for the NHS, 

the already very difficult task of continuing to provide the same range of services 

under rising cost pressure could become impossible. Inflation and a lower value of the 

pound are also widely expected to characterise the coming years.3 These mean lower 

real wages for health and care staff and a lower value of remittances sent by migrant 

staff: both risk exacerbating the serious ongoing workforce shortage.’’ 

About The Irish Border 

A key part of the Brexit negotiations was about the border that separates Northern Ireland and 

the Republic of Ireland. 

Last month, EU leaders approved a withdrawal deal with the UK that includes an agreement 

on the Irish border. 

Both sides committed to avoiding the return of a "hard border" - physical checks or 

infrastructure - after Brexit. 

This is where the controversial "backstop" comes in. 

The backstop is a position of last resort, to maintain an open border on the island of Ireland in 

the event that the UK leaves the EU without securing an all-encompassing deal. 

At present, goods and services are traded between the two jurisdictions on the island of 

Ireland with few restrictions. 

The UK and Ireland are currently part of the EU single market and customs union, so products 

do not need to be inspected for customs and standards. 
 

 

Many experts talked about the importance and facts about the Irish Border. As mentioning our 

last point we would like to finish our brief informations with sayings about the Irish Border. 

“There would have to be border controls but not a prevention of genuine Irish from 

coming in across the border” Lord Lawson, Vote Leave campaign, 10 April 2016 

 

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-18-6422_en.htm


 

 

 

“I think that the land border we share with Ireland can be as free-flowing after a 

Brexit vote as it is today”     Theresa Villiers, Secretary of State for Northern Ireland, 

17 April 2016 

 

“The fear in Dublin is that our border towns would become a backdoor into the UK. In that 

instance what sort of fortress would the Northern Ireland border have to become to close that 

backdoor?”   Phil Hogan, European Commissioner for Agriculture, 9 May 

2016 

 

We don’t yet know what will happen to the border between the Republic of Ireland and the 

UK once the UK leaves the EU. 

Reports suggested that the UK and EU were close to a deal in December 2017. However, the 

DUP said the proposal was “not going to be acceptable” as it would create a border between 

Northern Ireland and the rest of Great Britain, in order to keep the border open between 

Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland.Nothing has yet been agreed. Claims that there 

will or won’t be border controls on the island of Ireland are predictions, not facts, at this 

stage. Northern Ireland being part of the United Kingdom, there’s a land border between the 

UK and another country, the Republic of Ireland. 
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NOTES TO DELEGATES 

 

Dear Participants of GSMUN, 

My name is Janberk Nak and I am a current student of Istanbul University. It is an 

honor and pleasure to present myself as a chairperson for the committee of ECOSOC at 

GSMUN’19 .  

 

At dozens of conferences, hundreds of delegates debated significant topics while I was 

menaging them and trying to lead them to experience a conference fulfilled with many 

benefits. In this conference I will be serving you in ECOSOC. I will not only  be there for you 

to help about every time when it’s necessary but also to encourage you to take the first step to 

be  the solution. Feel free to ask and discuss about positions, relations and reactions about 

countries and delegations.  Don’t ignore the unwritten rules of this conference such as respect, 

hard work, and having fun. No matter what your English level is, your hard work will lead 

yourself to handle the ‘Best Delegate’ or ‘Outstanding Delegate’ titles. Discussing Brexit and 

dependent variable situations between countries will be the core aim for. Furthermore, 

everyone in the organization and academical team will be there to make you develop yourself 

and help you to gain new benefits. You will be able to take first step,develop yourself 

academically. You can develop your linguistic skills by building your  own unique sentences. 

Create your own style while contributing and socializing with other delegates in the coffee 

breaks. It will make you shine like a star and make you create a difference between other 

delegates.  

Read this guide well before the committee, so that you will be able to command and 

lead the sessions with your own directions. Don’t forget to have fun with us too. Feel the 

quality in every conference; every committee becomes a family . So get ready to become a 

part of the family! And last but not least don’t forget the most important rule; Respect. Show 

respect to everyone in the committee. Don’t prevent yourself about making mistakes and be 

sure about one thing, you will not achieve it unless you make mistakes. 

 

Best regards, 

Janberk Nak 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Questions To Answer  

What would happen if the UK left without a deal? 

Would trade with the EU continue? 

 

What will it cost the U.K. to leave the E.U.? 

 

What happens to citizens of the U.K. currently living in the E.U. and vice versa? 

 

What happens to British pensioners living in the E.U.? 

 

Can E.U. citizens allowed to stay after Article 50 expect access to the N.H.S.?  

 

Will British citizens have to get visas to travel to Europe? 

 

What will happen to Britain’s industrial incomes? 

 

What happens to British university funding? 

 

Is the U.K. planning to loosen environmental regulations to stay competitive?  

 

How will the E.U. and U.K. resolve trade disputes in future?  

 

Will E.U. criminals face extradition from the U.K? 

 

Will Britain have to tighten its customs borders? 

 

How the politicians and experts should design future ? 

 

What are the dynamics of future British strategies? 



Agenda Item II: Trade Wars 

 

 Letter from chair 

 

 Description and briefing about trade war 

 

 Background 

 

 Economic results 

 

 Actors involved 

 

 Mexico border and the wall 

 

 Possible economic and social results of the wall 

 

 Grand strategies of rising powers 

 

 Further readings 

  



Dear delegate, 

I have the pleasure of welcoming you to GSMUN 2019. My name is Sena Güleş. I am 

studying at Galatasaray University and I am more than honored of being this year’s chair of 

the Economic and Social Council. I am eager to get to know you, and make the best out of 

this Model of the United Nations.  

Being a challenging committee, ECOSOC will have a focus on a peaceful solutions about 

trade wars. As your chair, I would like to draw you guys a pathway with this guide for your 

further research. In addition, I would advise you to research bloc positions and policies of the 

strong and wealthy countries about the topic. Their positions are highly significant in this 

case. You may find some useful links for your further readings down below. I’m looking 

forward to meeting you all!  

Best regards, 

Sena Güleş  



Trade War 

          A trade war is when a nation imposes tariffs or quotas on imports and foreign countries 

retaliate with similar forms of trade protectionism. As it escalates, a trade war 

reduces international trade. A trade war starts when a nation attempts to protect its domestic 

industry and create jobs. In the short run, it may work. Tariffs are supposed to give 

a competitive advantage to domestic producers of that product. Their prices would be lower 

by comparison. As a result, they would receive more orders from local customers. As their 

businesses grow, they would add jobs. But in the long run, a trade war costs jobs. It 

depresses economic growth for all countries involved. It also triggers inflation when tariffs 

increase the prices of imports. 

 

Background 

 

          On January 22, 2018, President 

Trump imposed tariffs and quotas on imported 

Chinese solar panels and washing 

machines. China is a world leader in solar 

equipment manufacturing. The World Trade 

Organization ruled that the United States didn't 

have a case in levying the tariff. In August 

2018, China filed a complaint with the WTO. 

                On March 8, 2018, Trump asked China to develop a plan to reduce the $375 

billion U.S. trade deficit by $100 billion. China is amenable to the idea. Part of 

China's economic reform plan is to reduce its reliance on exports. But it cautions there isn't 

much it can do, since the deficit is fueled by high U.S. demand for low-cost Chinese goods. 

          On March 22, 2018, the Trump administration upped the ante. It announced it would 

levy tariffs on $60 billions of imports from China. The administration also said it would limit 

U.S. technology transfers to Chinese companies. China requires foreign companies who want 

to sell products in China to share their trade secrets with Chinese companies. In a recent 

report, the administration said China uses cybertheft, espionage, and government pressure to 

obtain leading-edge technology. China responded by announcing tariffs on $3 billion in U.S. 

fruit, pork, recycled aluminum, and steel pipes. 

          On March 26, 2018, the Trump administration began quietly negotiating with Chinese 

trade officials. The administration focused on three requests. It would like China to reduce 

its tariffs on U.S. automobiles. It wants China to import more U.S. semiconductors. American 

companies also want greater access to China’s financial sector. 

          On April 3, 2018, the Trump administration announced it might impose tariffs on $50 

billion in Chinese imported electronics, aerospace, and machinery. China retaliated hours 

later. It announced 25 percent tariffs on $50 billion of U.S. exports to China. These also won't 

go into effect immediately. China's tariffs strategically targeted 106 products. China also 



penalized two other U.S. exports: sorghum and Boeing airplanes. It targeted industries located 

in states that supported Trump in the 2016 election. 

          Shortly afterward, China canceled all U.S. soybean import contracts. China imports 

$12 billion in U.S. soybeans. China needs soybeans to feed pigs, its primary meat staple. But 

China can replace U.S. beans with those from Brazil. U.S. farmers sell one-half of their crop 

to China. If that market disappears, it will hurt the United States more than China. In July 

2018, soybean prices hit a 10-year low as analysts predicted oversupply. 

          On April 6, 2018, Trump said he might impose tariffs on $100 billion more of Chinese 

imports. It would cover just one-third of U.S. imports from China. If China retaliates, that 

would impose tariffs on all U.S. exports to China.  

          On April 10, 2018, China announced that trade negotiations had broken down. The 

United States demanded that China stop subsidizing the 10 industries prioritized in its "Made 

in China 2025" plan. These include robotics, aerospace, and software. China also plans to be 

the world's primary artificial intelligence center by 2030. Later that day, Chinese President Xi 

Jinping announced he would reduce tariffs on imported vehicles. Although it allowed Trump 

to save face, it wouldn't affect trade very much. 

          On May 4, 2018, the Trump administration presented China with five demands. It asked 

China to: 

1. End subsidies to tech companies. 

2. Stop stealing U.S. intellectual property. 

3. Cut tariffs on U.S. goods by 2020. 

4. Open China to more U.S. investment. 

5. Reduce the trade deficit by $200 billion by 2020. 

          China is unlikely to comply with the first two demands. They are at odds with China's 

goal of becoming a tech leader. On the other hand, China does want to reduce its trade deficit. 

China's economic reform plan is to become less reliant on exports. On May 10, China 

agreed to import more U.S. products. 

          On May 15, 2018, China agreed to remove tariffs on U.S. pork imports. It will also 

allow Qualcomm to acquire NXP. In exchange, the United States will remove tariffs on 

Chinese telecom company ZTE. 

          This agreement supports a mercantilist philosophy. It promotes specific industries that 

are important for the leaders' political purposes. Pork growers tend to vote Republican, which 

is why China targeted their exports. The telecom industry is part of China's growth strategy, 

which is one reason Trump imposed tariffs. The other is that the company violated U.S. 

sanctions against Iran and North Korea. On June 12, the Senate blocked Trump's deal.  

          Many countries see Trump's removal of tariffs on ZTE as a weakness they could 

exploit. They will redouble efforts to find exceptions to Trump's tariffs. Many European 



countries want to avoid U.S. sanctions on Iran. They may threaten tariffs on U.S. imports as a 

bargaining tool. 

          On May 29, 2018, the Trump administration said it would announce by June 15 a final 

list of products to receive tariffs. It will first target $50 billion in imports from China. By June 

30, it would announce investment restrictions on Chinese acquisition of U.S. technology. 

          On July 6, 2018, Trump's tariffs went into effect for $34 billions of Chinese 

imports. China levied a 40 percent tariff on U.S. autos. It could threaten the exports of 

American-made cars that employ thousands of workers in the South. Tesla announced it will 

build a factory in Shanghai to avoid the tariff. 

          China will also levy tariffs on U.S. agricultural exports. Midwest farmers could be 

stuck with excess produce and livestock. On July 24, 2018, Trump announced he would offer 

$12 billion in subsidies to American farmers. On August 27, the administration announced 

a $4.7 billion bailout. It may make a second payment in December if it's still needed. But corn 

growers alone said their costs top $6 billion. 

          On July 10, 2018, the Trump administration announced it might impose 10 percent 

tariffs on another $200 billions of Chinese imports. They went into effect in mid- September 

2018, weeks before the 2018 midterm elections. The U.S. also threatened to increase tariffs by 

25 percent after January 1, 2019, on a variety of consumer goods, including fish, luggage, 

tires, handbags, furniture, apparel, and mattresses. 

          China threatened to retaliate by adding tariffs on $60 billion in U.S. exports. In 

response, Trump threatened to add tariffs until all $500 billions of Chinese imports are 

affected. That could reduce economic growth by 0.75 points in 2018. It could also threaten 

U.S. shale oil exports. China buys 20 percent of U.S. oil exports. 

          On August 2, 2018, the administration announced a 25 percent tariff on $16 billion 

worth of Chinese goods. It went into effect on August 23. It applies to industrial equipment 

like tractors, plastic tubes, and chemicals. In response, China announced a 25 percent tariff on 

$16 billion worth of U.S. goods, including autos and coals. It went into effect the same day. 

          On December 1, President Trump met with China's President Xi Jinping at the G-20 

Conference. Trump agreed to hold off on tariff increases scheduled to occur in January. His 

administration will negotiate an agreement covering 142 issues. These include the protection 

of intellectual property, technology, and cybersecurity. They also will cover the topics of 

currency, agriculture, and energy. Negotiators had until March 1 before Trump moves 

forward with tariff increases. On February 27, 2019, the Trump administration announced it 

dropped any threat of imposing this tariff. 

          On December 11, various federal agencies said they will condemn China for stealing 

U.S. trade secrets and technologies. The Justice Department will indict hackers who broke 

into U.S. networks. 



          Later that day, China agreed to roll back some auto tariffs raised earlier in 2018 in 

response to the trade war. It agreed to reinstate some purchases of soybean imports, and allow 

U.S. firms greater access to Chinese industries. 

          On January 18, 2019, China announced it would increase its purchases of U.S.-made 

exports and reduce the trade deficit.
1
 

Economic Results 

          The International Monetary Fund says an escalation of the tit-for-tat tariffs could shave 

0.5% off global growth by 2020. There are signs that the trade dispute is already affecting the 

Chinese and US economies. 

          Morgan Stanley (an American multinational investment bank and financial services 

company) has said a full-blown escalation of the trade dispute could knock 0.81 percentage 

points off global gross domestic product. This scenario would involve the US slapping 25% 

tariffs on all goods from both China and the EU, and similar measures imposed in response. 

 

          Among companies, the car industry seems to have been the most affected so far. Major 

carmakers recently warned that changes to trade policies were hurting performance. Ford and 

General Motors have lowered profit forecasts for 2018, citing higher steel and aluminum 

prices caused by new US tariffs. 

 

          There are also concerns that the trade war could hurt other aspects of US-China 

relations. Mr. Trump recently accused China of manipulating its currency - a sign that the row 

could be spreading to foreign exchange markets. 

          Ultimately, China may not have as much firepower as the US to retaliate, given the US 

buys much more from China than it sells to them. This could mean it would find alternative 

ways to fight back such as making life difficult for American companies in China by 

increasing red-tape.
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Actors Involved 

Russia 

          According to resources, Trump’s trade war with China makes Russia great again. 

Chinese imports from non-U.S. firms have continued to grow at a robust 18 percent year-

over-year rate while those from U.S. firms have fallen. This has proven a boon to 

alternative suppliers like Russia.
3
 Through July, Russia and China traded goods worth 

$58.35 billion, which is more than a 25-percent increase in annual terms, according to 

Chinese customs data. The volume of exports from China to Russia for this period increased 
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by 16.6 percent to $26.9 billion. China bought $31.45 billion worth of Russian goods, 

representing growth of 34.9 percent. The countries expect that trade will exceed the $100-

billion mark this year. In 2017, bilateral trade amounted to $84.1 billion, up by 19 percent 

from the year before. Russia and China have set a goal to increase bilateral trade to $200 

billion annually.
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Iran 

          Many predict that Iran will become the focal point of the trade war. Since President 

Donald Trump withdrew the United States from the Iran nuclear deal in May, Iran has been 

under immense pressure from the American administration. The US goal of completely 

blocking Iran's crude export has not only seriously jeopardized Iran's survival but also highly 

threatens Chinese supplies of crude. China imported around 718,000 barrels a day on average 

from Iran between January and May of this year, what is equivalent to more than a quarter of 

Iran's oil exports.
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Turkey 

          Political tensions with Turkey escalated into commercial and trade areas, and the US 

unilaterally imposed tariffs on Turkey’s steel and aluminum exports. These unilateral decisions 

cannot be regarded as only bilateral issues. Surely, it is more than that. China now qualifies 

this “war” as a technological cold war.
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Asian Countries 

          The tech sector plays a significant role in the trade war because electronics and related 

components amount to the “biggest category of US imports from China” and Washington 

wants to hamper Beijing’s Made in China 2025 development agenda — an initiative focused 

on cultivating high-tech sectors. Vietnam and Malaysia could benefit the most from the trade 

escalation particularly in low-end manufacturing of technology products such as intermediate 

components and manufacturing of consumer goods like mobile phones and laptops. 

 

          Thailand’s auto space stands to benefit due to its well-diversified trade links with the 

U.S., Japan and other parts of ASEAN. As such, local parts producers should be able to win 

market share from Chinese competitors. 

 

          Countries in the region that are heavily dependent on shipments to China — such 

as Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, Singapore — are prone to feel a bit of the pain in the short 
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term. However, Taiwan and South Korea might be cushioned from the impact as these 

countries have a secure positioning in the supply chain since they specialize in high precision 

equipment.
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Grand Strategies of Rising Powers 

China 

          Technology has transformed the global economy. Leveraging this 

“geotechnological" shift is Chinese grand strategy. China’s unprecedented economic 

expansion now exerts a gravitational pull on the world economy, gathering emerging markets 

in its orbit. Bolstered by its commercial heft, China’s global ambition is increasingly built on 

ports, highways and pipelines in the expansion of its supply chain empire. More than 

this, China's grand strategy is built on developing new markets for advanced Chinese 

technology. 

          Where Western leaders cling to outworn notions of the Westphalian nation-state, China 

is reimagining the world as a single complex network of supply chains and trade arteries. 

Chinese President Xi Jinping’s signature project, the multi-trillion dollar “Belt and Road 

Initiative” (BRI) stretches across Asia, the Middle East, Africa, and Europe, and represents 

the largest infrastructure project in history. Constructing a comprehensive trade network for 

Chinese goods, BRI offers a platform for China’s long-term strategic shift around advanced 

technologies. This includes electric vehicles, telecommunications, robotics, artificial 

intelligence, semiconductors, clean energy technology, advanced electrical equipment, rail 

infrastructure and maritime engineering. 

          For the United States and other major industrialized democracies, China’s pivot to high-

tech represents an existential threat. Last year, US intelligence warned that Chinese 

recruitment of foreign scientists and its targeted acquisition of US firms constitute an 

“unprecedented threat” to America’s industrial base. Similarly, leaders within the European 

Union have complained for some time about market distortions due to Chinese subsidies and 

intellectual property theft. China appears to be responding to these criticisms. However, the 

greater concern is that China’s technology companies are merely extensions of the Chinese 

government.
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United States of America 

          The United States lost its balance in the post-Cold War interregnum, but great power 

rivalry is returning to the global arena. As the United States' own defense strategies articulate, 

a threat is emerging from Eurasia as China and a weaker Russia riding China's coattails are 

finding common ground in challenging the U.S.-led order. In this environment, U.S. grand 

strategy, independent of who is sitting in the White House, dictates that the United States will 

use a variety of means, including security and commercial alliances with the likes of Europe, 

South Korea, Japan and India, to contain and prevent a Eurasian threat from fundamentally 

challenging U.S. security. But if the White House's economic nationalist agenda has a weak 

connection to the global strategic environment, allies will have to question the United States' 

credibility as a security guarantor and hedge their bets, leaving the United States with a 

weaker foundation to wield its influence overseas to challenge the growing Eurasian threat. 

          At the same time, the U.S. trade assaults on China fit well within this broader strategic 

construct. China's global economic expansion is married to a modern imperative to protect 

strategic trade routes, resources and markets from foreign (namely, U.S.) interdiction. Thus, 

Chinese naval expansion and economic self-sufficiency in strategic technologies at the 

expense of the United States are fundamentally at odds with the United States' imperative to 

maintain naval primacy and prevent the rise of a Eurasian challenger. 

          Since the United States cannot effectively exercise its commercial clout against China 

from within heavily saturated postwar institutions, nor can it afford the consequence of 

destroying that institutional order, it will have to get creative. Operating under the assumption 

that the World Trade Organization (WTO) is structurally unfit to address a litany of 

complaints against China, the United States is creating the room for unilateral action parallel 

to any dispute channels it maintains through the WTO. The United States can hang a credible 

threat of a costly trade war over Beijing to coerce concessions in back-channel negotiations. A 

slide toward aggressive reciprocity can also be seen in the United States' moves to match any 

economic restrictions that China imposes on American investors with those of its own in the 

name of national security. Such actions of course push the WTO into riskier territory, but they 

also will likely fall short of shattering the global trading order altogether. 

          Multilateral free trade agreements, however contentious, are another tool at the United 

States' disposal. Free trade agreements are political dynamite when running on a populist 

campaign, but they still have utility in an era of great power competition. Remember, free 

trade agreements (and customs unions) are exemptions to the Most Favored Nation principle 

on nondiscrimination. If a group of countries with like-minded interests wants to get together 

and reward one another with special trading privileges, then those left out of those 

arrangements potentially have a lot to lose. And this is where the United States can use 

China's state capitalism to its advantage; by modernizing free trade agreements with high 

labor, intellectual property, environmental, digital and even political standards that Beijing 

cannot fully satisfy, the United States can use the power of reward and exclusion to bring 

allies more tightly into its fold. At the same time, unlike the decades of General Agreement on 

Tariffs and Trade (GATT)/WTO accession, higher standards in free trade agreements also 



imply a smaller pool of candidates, since the United States would not be able to turn a blind 

eye to strategic allies with obvious trade defects.
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Further Readings 

 https://www.china-briefing.com/news/the-us-china-trade-war-a-timeline/ 

 https://www.bbc.com/news/business-45899310 

 https://thediplomat.com/2019/04/how-the-us-can-win-its-trade-war-with-china/ 

 https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/mar/21/us-china-trade-trump-says-tariffs-

on-beijing-may-linger 

 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-02-28/china-trade-war-cost-tops-40-

billion-in-lost-u-s-exports 

 You may also use the sources given via footnotes. 
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Questions to Answer 

 How will the tariffs work? 

 

 What measures should be taken to prevent the retaliations? 

 

 What kind of feasible incentive or mechanism offered to countries so they can 

possibly abandon protectionist policy/stop the trade war?  

 

 What are the sanctions? 

 

 What measures should be taken to reduce the effects of trade wars? 

 

 What should be done to protect the jobs, private sectors, laborer groups of 

organizations? 

 

 What recommendation that can be referred to WTO in facing this uncertain 

economic climate?  

 

 What should be done in case of inflation? 

 

 How will the countries protect the value of their goods? 

 


